into battle
and more U-boats are killed. On the other side, however, there is
a factor which has to be considered. I have not hitherto mentioned
to the House the German building. We must assume that perhaps
two new U-boats are added every week to the hostile strength,
and in 10 weeks of war this would be 20. At any rate our expecta-
tion is that we must face a hundred U-boats available in January,
less whatever sinkings have occurred in the interval, which is a
matter that cannot now be predicted. It will be seen, therefore,
that, although we are making headway, a long and unrelenting
struggle lies before us. For this our preparations are moving
forward on the largest scale. Three times as many hunting craft
are now at work as at the outbreak of the war, and very large
reinforcements of vessels, specially adapted to this task, will flow
increasingly from the spring of 1940 onwards. Therefore, it would
seem that, judged upon the material basis alone, we may face the
future with confidence.
But, as I have reminded the House earlier in the Session, it is
not only the material basis which will decide this straggle. Training
the crews and especially providing the skilled officers will be the
hardest part of the enemy's task. Moreover, a conflict from which,
perhaps, one in four of each excursion never returns, and the others
with grievous experiences, is one which must have in it many
deterrent factors. We are exposed to a form of attack justly con-
sidered abominable, but we are making successful headway against
it. I must warn the House that continual losses must be expected.
No immunity can be guaranteed at any time. There will not be
in this war any period when the seas will be completely safe ; but
neither will there be, I believe, any period when the full necessary
traffic of the Allies cannot be carried on. We shall suffer and we
shall suffer continuously, but by perseverance, and by taking
measures on the largest scale, I feel no doubt that in the end we shall
break their hearts.
In additioa to the U-boat menace we have to face the attack
of the surface raider. It is certain that one and possibly two of the
so-called pocket battleships has been out upon the Atlantic trade
routes during the last six weeks. My hon. Friend the Member for
Plaistow (Mr. Thorne) asked me the other day whether any attempt
was being made to pursue them. I hope that my hon. Friend will
not be shocked if I say that the answer is in the affirmative. But
what is remarkable is that although these powerful vessels have been
lying athwart the stream of convoys and the individual vessels
crossing the Atlantic they have not been able, or have not dared,
so far—and I speak under the greatest reserve—to make
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